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Abstract— This talk introduces a novel pathway expression
framework for biological data analysis. Using this framework,
we distinguish between shedding subjects post-infection and all
subjects pre-infection in human blood transcriptomic samples
challenged with various respiratory viruses: H1N1, H3N2, HRV
(Human Rhinoviruses), and RSV (Respiratory Syncytial Virus).
The classification results and selected discriminatory pathways
from pathway expression data are benchmarked against stan-
dard gene expression based classification and pathway ranking
methodologies. We find that using pathway expression data
along with selected pathways, which have minimal overlap with
high ranking pathways found by traditional methods, improves
balanced success rates across experiments.

I. BACKGROUND

Analyses of respiratory illnesses aid in understanding the
mechanisms of shedding and in developing methodologies
that succeed across multiple infectious diseases. Understand-
ing the imprint of viral shedding on human gene expres-
sion may uncover latent effects which are beyond disease
symptoms. Previous work used machine learning (ML) mod-
els, e.g., neural networks, support vector machines (SVM),
centroid encoders (CE), and spectral gene graph analysis,
to identify discriminatory biomarkers within early shedders
challenged with influenza and subsequently classify those
subjects [1], [2], [3]. Most applications of ML models which
learn on gene expression data do not utilize known biological
relationships between genes. However, a biological pathway
analysis uses those known relationships, usually by grouping
related genes, to build a biologically informed model [4].
Given the numerous definitions of pathway membership and
number of ways to relate genes within a pathway, many of
these pathway analyses require an a priori set of “important”
genes to determine significant pathways [5], [6]. Standard
tools that rely on an a priori gene set include: over repre-
sentation analysis (ORA) [7], gene set enrichment analysis
(GSEA) [8] and Centrality-based pathway enrichment (CePa)
[9].

II. RESULTS

We demonstrate that novel pathway expression methods
produce higher balanced success rates (BSRs) than gene ex-
pression methods on 3 out of 4 classification experiments on
the GSE73072 data set (a human transcriptomics respiratory
virus data set). We are able to select pathways using influenza
training data then use these selected pathways to produce
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competitive, even improved, classification BSRs on HRV and
RSV data sets when compared to gene based methods. We
improve upon the classification results from Aminian et. al.
[1] by 3 to 4 percent in BSR using selected pathways from
pathway expression data rather than selected genes from
gene expression data. In addition, we compare these selected
pathways from pathway expression methods to two standard
gene expression pathway analysis methods: CePa and ORA.
We find that the pathways selected from pathway expression
methods generally have little similarity to pathways from
these gene expression methods.

III. CONCLUSION

We used pathway expression methods to produce im-
proved classification results and select discriminatory path-
ways on the GSE73072 data set. In addition, the pathway
expression methods appear to be more robust than gene
expression methods to subject differences within a class. Our
results also suggest that our pathway selection methods with
pathway expression provide a unique pipeline that selects
discriminatory pathways which are not detected by standard
pathway analyses on gene expression data.
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